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Security following Finsbury Park attack
CST condemns the suspected terrorist attack in Finsbury Park, north London, on
Sunday night, in which a man drove a van into a crowd of Muslims standing on a
pavement near to two mosques in the area.

READ MORE

Tell Mama UK statement on Finsbury Park terror attack
Tell Mama, a Muslim community initiative to measure and combat anti-Muslim hate
crimes, responded to the terror attack against the Muslim community, reiterating
Mayor Sadiq Khan’s advice that no no incident of hate crime is too trivial to report.

READ MORE

Former CST Chief Executive Richard Benson awarded OBE
CST is delighted that our former Chief Executive and board member Richard
Benson was awarded an OBE in the Queen’s birthday honours list. CST wishes
Richard and his family a hearty ‘Mazeltov’ for his well-deserved honour.

READ MORE

CST bulletin following London and Manchester attacks
Following the latest terrorist attack in London on 3 June 2017 and Manchester on
Manchester on 22 May 2017, CST asked our community to be calm and vigilant, to
cooperate with security measures and to report suspicious activity.

READ MORE

Are we doing enough to tackle terror in the UK?
CST Chief Executive, David S Delew, wrote this piece for the Jewish News. The
attacks in London and Manchester in recent weeks have opened a debate about
whether this country doing enough to tackle terrorism.

READ MORE

When terror strikes, we must be resolute and focused
CST’s Director of Communications, Mark Gardner, wrote this article for the Jewish
News on the morning after the appalling terror attack at the Manchester Arena
which left 22 people dead.

READ MORE

Threat level rasied to “critical”
The national threat level was raised to “Critical” following the Manchester attack.
This threat level is highly unusual and has, since publishing the article, been
reduced to “severe”.

READ MORE

CST working to protect the kehilla with Belz Rebbe visit
CST was privileged to assist the Belz community in Stamford Hill with the first
visit by Rabbi Yissachar Dov Rokeach to the UK in 23 years. The Belz community
approached CST just under two months before the trip, seeking assistance.

READ MORE

CST volunteers show their commitment following attacks
Following the tragic Manchester and London attacks, which left 30 people dead,
two hundred CST security volunteers participated in vigorous, specially designed
security training scenarios.

READ MORE

Something rotten in the state of Denmark: antisemitic extremism
Last month in Denmark, an imam was accused of calling for the murder of Jews
whilst at the same time a 17-year-old girl was convicted of allegedly plotting to
bomb a Jewish school in the capital, Copenhagen.

READ MORE

CST security recommendations cornerstone of new publication
on Jewish security in Europe
The Organisation for Security and Co-Operation in Europe launched a new
publication addressing the security needs of Jewish communities across Europe.

READ MORE

CST facilitates 14th International Workshop on the far right
CST hosted the 14th annual workshop for specialists on the far right last week at a
central London location. The workshop examines the current threats and the state
of the far right today.

READ MORE

Latest ADL poll on antisemitism in the UK, France and Germany
The US-based Anti-Defamation League has released the fourth index of
antisemitism, which polls attitudes towards Jews globally. In the UK, the major
findings include that 10% of the population harbour antisemitic attitudes.

READ MORE

CST has launched a new careers
page, where you can find out
about job vacancies, volunteer
opportunities and internships.
CST is currently recruiting for three
positions:
National Control Room Student
opportunity
Social Media Research Assistant
CST Volunteer Security Officers
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